This short paper examines the correlation of current happenings in Greece and the lower birth rates observed in the past decades.

1 Introduction

It is very well known and documented that the birth rate of Greek citizens keeps getting lower the past decades. And at this point we need to define and make it clear that you may be become Greek citizen, but true-blooded Greek, can only be the sons and daughters of parents with Greek origin. We won’t attempt though to categorise those that are born out of the Greek land from Greek parents, as they are rarely return to the motherland.

Although, the current government made the impossible possible and enabled mechanisms that the families could welcome new Greek members, the problem still lies. From private discussions with Dr. Josef Exoikonamakis that will be published from him in a subsequent article, the plan to eliminate the Greek genome involves the COVID and 5G.

2 Look elsewhere effect

Unfortunately, the use of the oldest trick in the book comes in reality here. Having the spotlight on the COVID crisis, that at this day (14th of August), the public interest and servants are all in with the spread of the virus from the non-orthodox tourists that flooded our country. Of course, they are not the only ones to blame. There are also the horrific leftist anarcho vegan witches that also take part on this with their behaviour, but this is for another article to be discussed.

Having the spotlight on the COVID, 5G antennas are widely installed in experimental hot spots throughout Greece. From these points, the birth rate of Greeks will be controlled, in an unavoidable end. The complete annihilation of the Greek genome, that stood throughout the history. Here of course people could argue that the Greek land had been invaded and occupied by Romans, Turks, British,
3 Today’s crisis and 15th of August

The date of which I choose to write and submit this article is also of big importance. It is 1 day before the celebrations of the Virgin Mary. A very important day for us Greeks - the terms Orthodox before Greeks is redundant. And here is the last point that I want to discuss, this of the virginity of the Holy Mary. There are three main theories behind it. The first is that Greeks had such an advanced technology that could perform an in vitro fertilisation. This (the IVF, not that the Greeks had advanced technology) is of course absurd, since it would imply that God would have to masturbate. The second is that the husband of Mary, Josef, had a very thin penis. The third is that it was a choice of God. We go with the third.

4 Conclusion

Gamate because we’re getting lost. And this is a message towards only the Greeks residing in Greece. The complex possibility of the mix of a Greek and another race is to be discussed in a later article.